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Incest Anaïs Nin 1993-09-16 The trailblazing memoirist and author of Henry & June recounts her relationships with Henry Miller and
others—including her own father. Anaïs Nin wrote in her uncensored diaries like they were a broad-minded confidante with whom she shared
the liberating psychosexual dramas of her life. In this continuation of her notorious Henry & June, she recounts a particularly turbulent period
between 1932 and 1934, and the men who dominated it: her protective husband, her therapist, and the poet Antonin Artaud. However, most
consuming of all is novelist Henry Miller—a man whose genius, said Anaïs, was so demonic it could drive people insane. Here too, recounted in
extraordinary detail, is the sexual affair she had with her father. At once loving, exciting, and vengeful, it was the ultimate social transgression
for which Anaïs would eventually seek absolution from her analysts. “Before Lena Dunham there was Anaïs Nin. Like Dunham, she’s been
accused of narcissism, sociopathy, and sexual perversion time and again. Yet even that comparison undercuts the strangeness and bravery of
her work, for Nin was the first of her kind. And, like all truly unique talents, she was worshipped by some, hated by many, and misunderstood by
most . . . A woman who’d spent decades on the bleeding edge of American intellectual life, a woman who had been a respected colleague of
male writers who pushed the boundaries of acceptable sex writing. Like many great . . . experimentalists, she wrote for a world that did not yet
exist, and so helped to bring it into being.” —The Guardian Includes an introduction by Rupert Pole
Mirages Anaïs Nin 2013-10-15 Mirages opens at the dawn of World War II, when Anaïs Nin fled Paris, where she lived for fifteen years with her
husband, banker Hugh Guiler, and ends in 1947 when she meets the man who would be “the One,” the lover who would satisfy her insatiable
hunger for connection. In the middle looms a period Nin describes as “hell,” during which she experiences a kind of erotic madness, a delirium
that fuels her search for love. As a child suffering abandonment by her father, Anaïs wrote, “Close your eyes to the ugly things,” and, against a
horrifying backdrop of war and death, Nin combats the world’s darkness with her own search for light. Mirages collects, for the first time, the
story that was cut from all of Nin’s other published diaries, particularly volumes 3 and 4 of The Diary of Anaïs Nin, which cover the same time
period. It is the long-awaited successor to the previous unexpurgated diaries Henry and June, Incest, Fire, and Nearer the Moon. Mirages

answers the questions Nin readers have been asking for decades: What led to the demise of Nin’s love affair with Henry Miller? Just how
troubled was her marriage to Hugh Guiler? What is the story behind Nin’s “children,” the effeminate young men she seemed to collect at will?
Mirages is a deeply personal story of heartbreak, despair, desperation, carnage, and deep mourning, but it is also one of courage, persistence,
evolution, and redemption that reaches beyond the personal to the universal.
Anaïs Nin Barbara Kraft 2013-08-01 "On January 14, 1977...at 11:55 p.m. Anaïs made the transvoyage into her 'World of Music.' Her passover
was a blessing, relieving her of over two years of constant pain and misery. She wished her ashes to be scattered from an airplane into the
Pacific Ocean where they will be carried to all parts of the world. She wishes you to celebrate her by reading." When she died, the willow tree
outside her window died with her. A few weeks later Rupert cut it down and dug up the stump. He never replaced the willow that had wept over
the dark green pool, shedding its fragile leaves into the emerald water, while Anaïs lay dying.
Anais Nin Deirdre Bair 1996 "To live life as a dream" was Nin's motto, and she did so. She was a bigamist for more than thirty years, creating a
"Lie Box" to help her keep her stories straight. And always she kept her diary, which eventually became one of the most astonishing renderings
of a contemporary woman's life, noted as much for what she left out as for what she included. Bair's biography fills in the blanks and shows how
Nin reflected the major themes that have come to characterize the latter half of the twentieth century: the quest for the self, the uses of
psychoanalysis, and the determination of women to control their own sexuality.
A Cafe in Space Anais Nin 2018-02-21 This is the final issue of a 15 volume series, and it contains excerpts from Anais Nin's unpublished diary;
previously unknown correspondence by Rupert Pole; essays on Nin, Henry Miller, Lawrence Durrell, Gonzalo More, Helba Huara, and Paco
Miralles by scholars from around the world; interviews with John Teunissen, Nobuko Albery and Beatrice Commenge; memoirs, including one
on Nin by Tristine Rainer; poetry, short fiction, rare photographs and artwork. Included is an index to all contributions to A Café in Space during
its 15 year span and notes on this year's contributors.
The Diary of Anaïs Nin, 1944–1947 Anaïs Nin 1972-10-18 The fourth volume of “one of the most remarkable diaries in the history of letters”
(Los Angeles Times). The renowned diarist continues her record of her personal, professional, and artistic life, recounting her experiences in
Greenwich Village for several years in the late 1940s, where she defends young writers against the Establishment—and her trip across the
country in an old Ford to California and Mexico. “[Nin is] one of the most extraordinary and unconventional writers of [the twentieth] century.”
—The New York Times Book Review Edited and with a preface by Gunther Stuhlmann
Trapeze Anaïs Nin 2017-05-15 Anaïs Nin made her reputation through publication of her edited diaries and the carefully constructed persona
they presented. It was not until decades later, when the diaries were published in their unexpurgated form, that the world began to learn the full
details of Nin’s fascinating life and the emotional and literary high-wire acts she committed both in documenting it and in defying the mores of
1950s America. Trapeze begins where the previous volume, Mirages, left off: when Nin met Rupert Pole, the young man who became not only
her lover but later her husband in a bigamous marriage. It marks the start of what Nin came to call her “trapeze life,” swinging between her
longtime husband, Hugh Guiler, in New York and her lover, Pole, in California, a perilous lifestyle she continued until her death in 1977. Today
what Nin did seems impossible, and what she sought perhaps was impossible: to find harmony and completeness within a split existence. It is a
story of daring and genius, love and pain, largely unknown until now.
Nearer the Moon Anaïs Nin 2003
In Favour of the Sensitive Man Anaïs Nin 1976 Here, in more than twenty essays, Nin shares her unique perceptions of people, places, and the

arts. Includes several lectures and two interviews.
Henry and June Anaïs Nin 1986 A year in the life (1931-1932) of writer Anais Nin when she met Henry Miller and his wife June.
Emma Kunz Emma Kunz 2019
Incest Anaïs Nin 1993 The author's diary includes details of her relationships with Henry Miller and his wife, June, Antonin Artaud, Rene
Allendy, Otto Rank, and her father
Letters from the House of Incest Anaïs Nin 2020-03-31 In 1913, Joaquín Nin abandoned his family, including his ten-year-old daughter, Anaïs.
Twenty years later, Anaïs and Joaquín reunited and began an illicit sexual affair.
House of Incest Anaïs Nin 2010-07-14 The House of Incest, Anais Nin's famous prose poem, was first published in Paris in 1936 and
immediately drew attention from the era's prominent writers, including Henry Miller and Lawrence Durrell. While written in English, it is
considered a landmark work in the French surrealist tradition and one of the most unique books in 20th century literature.
Eros Unbound Anais Nin 2007-08-02 A na•ve model slowly discovering her sexuality; an erotic moonlight encounter on a beach; a man teaching
the art of passion in a gypsy caravan; and a woman in love with a scent from Fez • Ana•s Nin•s stories explore the nature of sex and the
awakening of desire. United by the theme of love, the writings in the Great Loves series span over two thousand years and vastly different
worlds. Readers will be introduced to love•s endlessly fascinating possibilities and extremities: romantic love, platonic love, erotic love, gay love,
virginal love, adulterous love, parental love, filial love, nostalgic love, unrequited love, illicit love, not to mention lost love, twisted and
obsessional love•
In Favor of the Sensitive Man and Other Essays Anaïs Nin 2012-11-09 Essays, lectures, and interviews—on everything from gender relations to
Ingmar Bergman to adventure travel—from the renowned diarist. In this collection, the author known for “one of the most remarkable diaries in
the history of letters” shares her unique perceptions of people, places, and the arts (Los Angeles Times). In the opening group of essays,
“Women and Men,” Anaïs Nin provides the kind of sensitive insights into the feminine psyche and relations between the sexes that are a
hallmark of her work. In “Writing, Music, and Films,” she speaks as an artist and critic—in book and film reviews, an essay on the composer
Edgard Varèse, a lecture on Ingmar Bergman, and the story of her printing press. In the final section, “Enchanted Places,” Nin records her
travels to such destinations as Fez and Agadir in Morocco, Bali, the New Hebrides, and New Caledonia—and she concludes with a charming
vignette titled “My Turkish Grandmother.”
The Raven and Other Writings Edgar Allan Poe 2012-02-28 Acknowledged as one of the most brilliant American writers, Edgar Allan Poe
crafted a fantastic world filled with mystery and horror that has thrilled readers for generations. This edition includes Poe's most famous tales
and poems, including "The Tell-Tale Heart," "The Fall of the House of Usher," "The Purloined Letter," "The Pit and the Pendulum," "The Raven,"
"Lenore," and "Annabel Lee."
Little Birds Anaïs Nin 2004-02-02 These 13 erotic short stories by the acclaimed author of Henry and June explore the nature of desire, taboo,
and female sensuality. Following her first book of erotic short fiction, Delta of Venus, Anaïs Nin continues to illuminate the many guises of
human sexuality in Little Birds. From the beach towns of Normandy to the streets of New Orleans, these thirteen vignettes introduce us to a
covetous French painter, a sleepless wanderer of the night, a guitar-playing gypsy, and a host of others who yearn for and dive into the
turbulent depths of romantic experience. "[It is] so distinct an advance in the depiction of female sensuality that I felt, on reading it, enormous

gratitude."-Alice Walker "One of contemporary literature's most important writers."-Newsweek
How To Write A Dirty Story Susie Bright 2012-12-11 From bookstores to the Internet to Susie Bright's own tremendous success with the BEST
AMERICAN EROTICA series, we are clearly reading and writing erotica more than ever. Now Susie Bright shows readers how to heat up sex
scenes in everything from traditional novels and romances to science fiction and horror. She guides aspiring writers in reading erotica to
discover the elements and styles that work. Then she walks them through the writing process: how to get hot ideas, devise steamy plots, use
language like a pro and bring the story to a memorable climax. Each chapter features writing exercises and suggestions for non-writing
activities that will galvanise the imagination and flatten any hurdle. Drawing on her own experiences, Bright explains how to find an agent, work
with an editor, choose a publishing company and sell the work.
Delta Of Venus Anaïs Nin 2004-02-02 From influential feminist artist and essayist Anais Nin, Delta of Venus is one of the most important works
of modern female erotica and "a joyous display of the erotic imagination" (The New York Times Book Review). Anais Nin pens a lush, magical
world where the characters of her imagination possess the most universal of desires and exceptional of talents. Among these provocative
stories, a Hungarian adventurer seduces wealthy women then vanishes with their money; a veiled woman selects strangers from a chic
restaurant for private trysts; and a Parisian hatmaker named Mathilde leaves her husband for the opium dens of Peru. This is an extraordinarily
rich and exotic collection from a master of erotic writing. "Inventive, sophisticated . . . highly elegant naughtiness."—Cosmopolitan
The Portable Anaïs Nin Anaïs Nin 2011 The Portable Anais Nin is the first comprehensive collection of the author's work in nearly 40 years,
during which time her catalogue has doubled with the release of the erotica and unexpurgated diaries. A handy source book of Nin's most
important writings, arranged chronologically and annotated by prominent Nin scholar Benjamin Franklin V. Included are complete diary
excerpts, entire fictional works, such as The House of Incest, erotica, interviews, selections from her unpublished diary, and her critical writings.
Incest Anaïs Nin 1993
The Diary of Anaïs Nin Anaïs Nin 2012-11-09 The sixth volume of the diary of “one of the most extraordinary and unconventional writers of [the
twentieth] century” (The New York Times Book Review). Anaïs Nin continues “one of the most remarkable diaries in the history of letters” with
this volume covering more than a decade of her midcentury life (Los Angeles Times). She debates the use of drugs versus the artist’s
imagination; portrays many famous people in the arts; and recounts her visits to Sweden, the Brussels World’s Fair, Paris, and Venice. “[Nin]
looks at life, love, and art with a blend of gentility and acuity that is rare in contemporary writing.” —John Barkham Reviews Edited and with a
preface by Gunther Stuhlmann
The Incest Diary Anonymous, 2017-07-18 An extraordinary, powerful and beautifully written memoir of a daughter's abuse by, and attachment
to, her father. Throughout her childhood and adolescence, the anonymous author of The Incest Diary was raped by her father. Beneath a
veneer of normal family life, she grew up in and around this all-encompassing secret. Her sexual relationship with her father lasted, off and on,
into her twenties. It formed her world, and it formed her deepest fears and desires. Even after she broke away - even as she grew into an
independent and adventurous young woman - she continued to seek out new versions of the violence, submission and secrecy she had
struggled to leave behind. In this graphic and harrowing memoir, the author revisits her early traumas and their aftermath - not from a clinical
distance, but from deep within - to explore the ways in which her father's abuse shaped her, and still does. As a matter of psychic survival, she
became both a sexual object and a detached observer, a dutiful daughter and the protector of a dirty secret. And then, years later, she made
herself write it down. With lyric concision, in vignettes of almost unbearable intensity, this writer tells a story that is shocking but that will ring

true to many other survivors of abuse. It has never been faced so directly on the page.
Waste of Timelessness, and Other Early Stories Anaïs Nin 1993 Written when Anaï¿½ï¿½s Nin was in her twenties and living in Louveciennes,
France, these stories contain many elements that will delight her readers, including details remembered from childhood, life in Paris, and
characters including dancers, artists, writers, women who devote themselves to their work and visions. In the craft of these stories readers are
treated to a deft sense of humor, ironic wit, much conversation as well as ecstatic prose, and surprise endings.
Fire Anaïs Nin 1995-05-15 The renowned diarist continues the story begun in Henry and June and Incest. Drawing from the author’s original,
uncensored journals, Fire follows Anaïs Nin’s journey as she attempts to liberate herself sexually, artistically, and emotionally. While referring to
her relationships with psychoanalyst Otto Rank and author Henry Miller, as well as a new lover, the Peruvian Gonzalo Moré, she also reveals
that her most passionate and enduring affair is with writing itself.
Encyclopedia of Feminist Literary Theory Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace 2009-03-23 First Published in 1997. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
The Quotable Anais Nin Anais Nin 2015-11-08 365 quotations from the work of diarist/novelist Anais Nin (1903-1977). The book is divided into
five categories (Lust for Life, Love and Sensuality, Consciousness, Women and Men, Writing and Art) and contains validated citations (book
title and page number). Anais Nin's ability to say the unsayable has made her one of the leading inspirational writers whose work has been
quoted millions of time. The Quotable Anais Nin collects not only her most popular quotations, but those never published before as well.
A Spy In The House Of Love Anais Nin 2001-08-30 Beautiful, bored and bourgeoise, Sabina leads a double life inspired by her relentless desire
for brief encounters with near-strangers. Fired into faithlessness by a desperate longing for sexual fulfilment, she weaves a sensual web of
deceit across New York. But when the secrecy of her affairs becomes too much to bear, Sabina makes a late night phone-call to a stranger
from a bar, and begins a confession that captivates the unknown man and soon inspires him to seek her out...
A Literate Passion Anaïs Nin 1989-04-22 A “lyrical, impassioned” document of the intimate relationship between the two authors that was first
disclosed in Henry and June (Booklist). This exchange of letters between the two controversial writers—Anaïs Nin, renowned for her candid and
personal diaries, and Henry Miller, author of Tropic of Cancer—paints a portrait of more than two decades in their complex relationship as it
moves through periods of passion, friendship, estrangement, and reconciliation. “The letters may disturb some with their intimacy, but they will
impress others with their fragrant expression of devotion to art.” —Booklist “A portrait of Miller and Nin more rounded than any previously
provided by critics, friends, and biographers.” —Chicago Tribune Edited and with an introduction by Gunther Stuhlmann
Nearer the Moon Anaïs Nin 1996 In an uncensored journal, named her "ultimate confidante," the author of Henry and June and Incest reveals
her private self, her doubts and weaknesses, and the intimate details of her physical relationships.
The Diary of Others Anaïs Nin 2021 "Anaïs Nin, in 1955, was for all practical purposes a failed writer. She could interest no publisher in her
introspective and feminine fiction, nor could she keep her past titles in print. But at the same time, she was keeping a diary begun when she
was eleven years old. In The Diary of Others, Nin begins to realize that the diary itself was her most valuable writing, but she wonders how she
could ever publish such a document, filled with love affairs and deceptions as well as incest and bigamy, without harming those she held most
dear-her brother, her lover, and especially her husband of more than thirty years. When The Diary of Others opens, Nin has recently (and
bigamously) married Rupert Pole, her young lover in California; she then struggles to keep a bicoastal double marriage alive, and she vainly
seeks a publisher for her novels. She later begins a collaboration with two men who would change her fortunes-literary agent Gunther

Stuhlmann and publisher Alan Swallow. And she is aided both financially and commercially by her long-estranged lover and colleague Henry
Miller, whose rise to fame after the famous obscenity trials has given him the financial freedom to offer Nin the proceeds from the publication of
his letters to her during the 1930s and '40s. After much deliberation, Nin comes up with a formula that allows her to publish her long-anticipated
Paris diaries in such a way that she can describe her personal growth and relationships with fascinating characters such as Miller, Otto Rank
and Antonin Artaud without disclosing the intimate details of her life. The Diary of Others documents Anaïs Nin's ascension from obscurity and
commercial failure to sudden vindication, validation and fame"-Conversations with Anaïs Nin Anaïs Nin 1994 Largely ignored by mainstream audiences for the first thirty years of her career, Anais Nin (19031977) finally came into her own with the publication of the first part of her diary in 1966. Thereafter she was catapulted into fame. Throughout
the late sixties and the seventies she attracted a host of devoted and admiring readers in the counter culture, who were magnetized by her
personal liberation and openness. For a woman to make such probing exploration of the intimate recesses of her psyche made her a cult figure
with a large and lasting readership. Born in France, Anais Nin lived much of her life in America. Her liaison with Henry Miller and his wife June,
documented in her explicitly detailed diaries, became the subject of a major film of the nineties. Her forthright books, her diaries that continue to
be published in a steady flow, and her charismatic charm made her the subject of many candid interviews, such as those collected here. Eight
included in this volume are printed for the first time. Many others were originally published in magazines that are now defunct. Nin elaborates on
subjects only touched upon in the diaries, and she speaks also of her role in the women's movement and of her philosophies on art, writing, and
individual growth.
Children of the Albatross 2012 Children of the Albatross is considered by critics to be one of Anaïs Nin's most beautifully written books; it is also
a groundbreaker in that it eloquently addresses androgyny and homosexuality, which few literary works dared to do in 1940s America. We are
introduced to three of Nin's most significant characters: Djuna, Lillian, and Sabina, all of whom represent different aspects of Nin's character-serenity, earthiness, and the femme fatale, respectively.In the first part of the novel, "The Sealed Room," we witness Djuna's developing
perception of sexuality as we follow her from when, as an adolescent, she has learned to fear powerful, masculine, potent men, to her search
for love in young, sexually ambivalent men--the "transparent children"--finally fusing with an airy teenage boy to whom she introduces the world
of love and sexuality.In the second part, "The Café," Nin reveals the psychological truth of her relationship with her lover and mentor, Henry
Miller, via her main characters' interactions with the powerful, omnipotent Jay, whom Nin fashioned after Miller.Children of the Albatross offers
the reader Anaïs Nin's sense of "inner reality" perhaps more beautifully and effectively than in any other work.
Winter of Artifice Anaïs Nin 1991
Incest Anaïs Nin 1993
Ladders to Fire Anaïs Nin 1966
Writing an Icon Anita Jarczok 2017-02-15 Anaïs Nin, the diarist, novelist, and provocateur, occupied a singular space in twentieth-century
culture, not only as a literary figure and voice of female sexual liberation but as a celebrity and symbol of shifting social mores in postwar
America. Before Madonna and her many imitators, there was Nin; yet, until now, there has been no major study of Nin as a celebrity figure. In
Writing an Icon, Anita Jarczok reveals how Nin carefully crafted her literary and public personae, which she rewrote and restyled to suit her
needs and desires. When the first volume of her diary was published in 1966, Nin became a celebrity, notorious beyond the artistic and literary
circles in which she previously had operated. Jarczok examines the ways in which the American media appropriated and deconstructed Nin and

analyzes the influence of Nin’s guiding hand in their construction of her public persona. The key to understanding Nin’s celebrity in its shifting
forms, Jarczok contends, is the Diary itself, the principal vehicle through which her image has been mediated. Combining the perspectives of
narrative and cultural studies, Jarczok traces the trajectory of Nin’s celebrity, the reception of her writings. The result is an innovative
investigation of the dynamic relationships of Nin’s writing, identity, public image, and consumer culture.
Anaïs Nin Clara Oropeza 2018-08-06 Anaïs Nin: A Myth of Her Own traces Nin’s literary craft by following the intimacy of self-exploration and
poetic expression attained in the details of the quotidian, transfigured into fiction. By digging into the mythic tropes that permeate both her
literary diaries and fiction, this book demonstrates that Nin constructed a mythic method of her own, revealing the extensive possibilities of an
opulent feminine psyche. Clara Oropeza demonstrates that the literary diary, for Nin, is a genre that with its traces of trickster archetype, among
others, reveals a mercurial, yet particular understanding of an embodied and at times mystical experience of a writer. The cogent analysis of
Nin’s fiction alongside the posthumously published unexpurgated diaries, within the backdrop of emerging psychological theories, further
illuminates Nin’s contributions as an experimental and important modernist writer whose daring and poetic voice has not been fully appreciated.
By extending research on diary writing and anchoring Nin’s literary style within modernist traditions, this book contributes to the redefinition of
what literary modernism was comprised, who participated and how it was defined. Anaïs Nin: A Myth of Her Own is unique in its interdisciplinary
expansion of literature, literary theory, mythological studies and depth psychology. By considering the ecocritical aspects of Nin’s writing, this
book forges a new paradigm for not only Nin’s work, but for critical discussions of self-life writing as a valid epistemological and aesthetic form.
This impressive work will be of great interest to academics and students of Jungian and post-Jungian studies, literary studies, cultural studies,
mythological studies and women’s studies.
Aphrodisiac John Boyce 1976
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